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Summary :


This article will show you four simple and easy ways to summarize a research article by using AI-powered summarizing tools. These methods will help you take out the most important information from the research article. 
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No need to read some daunting research article with complex scientific terms and jargon, just to get the main idea of it. Thanks to the advancements in artificial intelligence, summarizing a research article has never been easier.

In this article, we’ll take a look at how to summarize an article with some of the best AI summarizers available, including PDFgear Chatbot, QuillBot, ChatGPT, and TLDR This. Before we start, let’s check the differences between AI Summarizer and Manual Summarizer.

	Feature	AI-Generated Summaries	Manual Summaries
	Speed	In a matter of seconds	Can take hours
	Cost	Free or low cost	Can be expensive
	Output format	Text, bullet points, or a list of keywords	Text only
	Plagiarism risk	Low	High
	Control	Requires less oversight	Needs more oversight and editing
	Accessibility	Highly accessible to non-experts	May require technical skills or training


How to Summarize Research Articles with PDFgear Chatbot

PDFgear is a comprehensive PDF editor inbuilt Chatbot feature, allowing people to chat with any PDF file using ChatGPT-3.5 API. Just simply upload your research article in PDF format to PDFgear and give the Chatbot a command, and it will generate a summary that covers the main points of the article. The chatbot function works very well on Windows, Mac computers, and even the iPhone.

What’s better, PDFgear also offers a variety of markup, annotation, and commenting tools for those who need to make edits to PDF documents. It is the best alternative to ChatPDF and also supports offline work without privacy leakage.

Step 1. Download and Install PDFgear for Free

To get PDFgear application for free on your Windows or Mac, simply click the download button below.



PDFgear – A FREE AI Summarizer

PDFgear, integrated with the ChatGPT API, is good at summarizing large PDFs such as scientific articles and research papers. It enables natural language queries and swiftly generates concise, digestible summaries upon request.



Free Download



Step 2. Upload the Research Article

If your research article is in Word or another format, just convert it to PDF in PDFgear software. After conversion, back to the main interface and select the Open File button to open it in PDFgear.

Step 3. Summarize the Paper Using AI Chatbot

Once you have opened your research paper in PDFgear, the Chatbot will spend a few seconds analyzing it. Then, it will display a summary of your article in the right panel.
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Check the summary and if you want to know more about the content or if something is missing, ask the Chatbot to provide you with more information.

And that’s it! You have now learned how to use the best AI PDF summarizer PDFgear to summarize an article.

How to Start off a Summary Using QuillBot AI

QuillBot AI summarizer is a web tool that simplifies and shortens texts while preserving main points. It uses natural language processing to find key information while keeping the initial context.  Users can input paragraphs or full articles, and the summarizing tool produces easy-to-understand sentences summarizing the original content.

The tool is customizable, with choices for summary length and various summarization modes. You can only get 2500 words in summarizer with the free version, but QuillBot Premium offers 6000 words in summarizer.
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Here’s how to use QuillBot AI to summarize a research article in simple steps:

Step 1. Visit QuillBot AI summarizer in any browser, and copy and paste the research or scientific article you want to summarize into the text box.

Step 2. “Key Sentences” mode provides a list of significant sentences. Adjust the summary length slider to control the number of bullet points.

Step 3. Paragraph mode offers a summarizing paragraph. Use the summary length slider to manage the length of your results.

Step 4. Click “Summarize” and wait for QuillBot to generate your summary. The shortened article will appear in the right-side window.

That’s it! Now you have an article overview without needing to read the whole thing.

How to Summarize a Research Paper Using ChatGPT

ChatGPT, as an Artificial Intelligence language model, was designed by OpenAI. It mimics human conversation by using complex machine-learning techniques and gives unbiased answers to different queries. It can summarize lengthy and complex research papers for students or academics, which saves a lot of time. Let’s learn more about how it works together.

Unfortunately, ChatGPT is not available in some countries like North Korea, Iran, China, Cuba, and Syria because of strict internet rules against it.

Step 1. Open your web browser and go to chat.openai.com/chat.

Step 2. Sign in with your account to use ChatGPT, or create an account if you don’t have one.

Step 3. In the chat box, type “TLDR:”, which means “too long, didn’t read.”, so ChatGPT knows you want a summary.
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After entering the prompt, paste the URL of your research article, and then ChatGPT will provide a summary.

Step 4. Alternatively, give the ChatGPT a prompt like “Please help me summarize the research article’xxxxx’ ”. Then copy and paste the entire research article into the chat box and send it to ChatGPT. Wait for ChatGPT to analyze the text and create a summary.
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Voila! Now you have a condensed version of the research article.

How to Write a Research Article Summary with TLDR This

TLDR is a website that offers an article summarizing tool with key features such as choosing key sentences and AI summaries.  The option of choosing key sentences is more accurate than AI summaries from other tools. TLDR also offers short and detailed versions of the summary.

All netizens can access TLDR This in any browser, or use its browser extension to summarize any web page on Chrome and Firefox. This online summarizer provides a free version, but you can purchase a monthly subscription for some advanced users.
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Step 1. With a stable network, go to TLDR This online summarizer. This online summarizer provides options for short or detailed summaries by section.

Step 2. The option of choosing ‘Key Sentences’ is more accurate than ’AI Summaries’ from other tools. You can paste the article link and get an instant summary if it’s available online.

Step 3. If the article isn’t available online, you can paste the text in the “Paste Article Text” box to get a premium summary.

If you check the ‘Display Important Keywords‘ box, this online article summarizer displays important keywords and a table of contents.

Conclusion

In conclusion, AI summarizers are powerful tools that can save you a lot of time and effort when it comes to summarizing research articles. PDFgear Chatbot, QuillBot, ChatGPT by OpenAI, and TLDR are just a few of the many AI summarizers available.

It is worth noting that PDFgear is used for more than only summarizing research papers with its Chatbot; it is also a free PDF workflow suite with a scalable collection of features. Why not give PDFgear Chatbot a shot?
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